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QUESTION 1

A customer plans to launch a sub-site. All of the pages will have a similar design win the only difference being the
authored content. How should a Business Practitioner develop these pages? 

A. Create one editable template with a text component 

B. Create editable templates for each new page 

C. Create static templates fc each new page 

D. Create one editable template with a layout container 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer with multi-regional offices wants 10 create a website. The digital marketing team wants the content to be
created once so that it can be re-used on other sites. The regional offices are allowed to mike variations to the website
without modifying the core information supplied by the head office. 

Which feature should the Business Practitioner recommend? 

A. Launches 

B. Content as a Service 

C. Live Copy 

D. Language Copy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer plans to use the Text component on its pages. However the out-of-the-box (OOTB) Tex! component does
not allow authors to edit HTML source on the component. How should the developer support HTML source editing? 

A. Extend the COTB Text component and enable the sourceedit Rkh-Text Editor (RTE) plugm. 

B. Create a new clientlib to programmatically handle HTML source >n authoring. 

C. Create a standalone custom Text component and handle HTML source in Sightly. 

D. Edit the OOTB Text component directly to enable sourceedit Rich-Text Editor (RTE) plugin. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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A company plans to develop a set of pages with the same design and structure. The only difference between the pages
is the content inside the body. What is the belt approach to develop the pages? 

A. Create a specific page template for each page with associated components in each body. 

B. Use the out-of-the-box Reference component to allow freedom tn content editing. 

C. Create a page template for all pages with a layout container in the body. 

D. Create a page template and put the rich-text editor (RTE) in the body. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A content owner is concerned about violating current license agreements for assets that nave reached their contract end
date. 

The Business Practitioner needs to make sure the published assets get unpublished. Users from the Authors or
Contributors groups should not be able to republish an asset when it reaches Us contract end date. 

Which asset property should the 8usmess Practitioner set? 

A. Off Time 

B. Expires 

C. Usage Terms 

D. isCheckedOut 

Correct Answer: B 
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